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Maya Allison

Introduction

Chief Curator and Galleries Director
NYU Abu Dhabi.

The very title, Ways of Seeing, embeds within it a premise, a cautionary note,
a subliminal instruction: consider the way in which you are seeing. Now, reconsider it.
If there are different ways of seeing, what does that mean for the study of
art? Or politics? Or empirical evidence and data? With this exhibition, we invite
scholars, students, and lay people from all fields to consider how they look at
the world around them.
The title, of course, is best-known as that of John Berger’s book and television
mini-series from 1972. The arguments he set forth played a substantial role in
a watershed decade during which the practice of European and American art
history underwent a revolution vis-à-vis the notion of the art canon, part of a
larger intellectual transformation that developed the area of cultural studies more
generally. Berger's work, alongside that of Linda Nochlin, Edward Said, Laura
Mulvey, and many others, fueled this growth.
Now, almost half a century later, a contemporary curatorial team has given
an art exhibition this title. Curating any exhibition is itself an act of suggesting,
if not instructing, “how to see.” Through selection of works, and placement
in the exhibition hall, the curator initiates, reinforces, or challenges visual and
narrative connections among objects and artworks. Merely the act of putting an
object into a gallery changes its narrative (as Duchamp proposed with the urinal
titled Fountain). To curate an exhibition on the topic of the ways in which we see
is itself a kind of meta-curatorial act.
Here, Sam Bardaouil and Till Fellrath have assembled a diverse group of
work, not only in technique and subject, but also in how the work invites the
viewer to see it: in how the work positions itself in relationship to the viewer.
The exhibition rehearses a series of object-viewer positionings from trompel'œil to immersive installation to relational aesthetics. Beyond the formal modes
by which an artwork suggests to its audience how it might be understood, the
curators present profoundly diverse narrative positions, considering, for example,
how artwork can reinforce national identity, and highlighting how maps propose
political narratives and thus personal experience. Other formal techniques that
serve as narrative devices here include costume, Surrealism, temporal and photomanipulation, and conceptual installation.
Maya Allison

Each work on view has in common with the others one thing: to some degree
each takes as its subject how we see it and the way in which the artwork instructs
us how it “should” be seen.
If the act of placing an object in a gallery alters how we see that object, this
particular exhibition also highlights that where that gallery is, geographically,
shapes our frame of reference. Where we are can change how we read what we
see. Where you encounter a work of art, in the world (and in time), matters.
Usually when an exhibition travels, the list of artworks is more or less constant,
with an underlying assumption that a curatorial premise is more or less stable.
However, for Ways of Seeing, one-third of the artist list changes in each venue,
from Istanbul to Brussels to Abu Dhabi, and a full one-half of the artworks are
different in each location. In each city, the curators revise the artwork checklist
to engage local narratives around the subject of seeing.
The shift in how we see occurs not only depending upon where we are regionally,
but also when one considers this exhibition in the context of a university gallery,
an academic museum that takes as the core of its mission the study of the ways in
which art and culture function and interact with its audiences: a mission true of
any university gallery and museum. It becomes even more pronounced in one that
serves a student audience made up of over 100 nationalities, studying a markedly
global curriculum, and a public that includes among the greatest diversity of
cultural backgrounds in the world. In the course of my time establishing this
gallery, I have witnessed how differently any given artwork can be read, depending
on the context of the viewer, whether they are Arab or South Asian, from a small
town in Russia, a bustling city in South America, or whether they are one of our
many third-culture kids (and adults), with parents from two different cultures,
having grown up in a third. We, as this diverse audience, bring our own many
ways of seeing to this exhibition, a kaleidoscopic journey through ways of seeing.
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Ways of Seeing installation view at ARTER - Space for Art: Chris Bond, svampkris ig perrrgin vantlish la steken,
2015 (at right), Andreas Gursky, Bangkok VIII, 2011 (at left)
Image courtesy of Murat Germen
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On Seeing

1) John Berger, About Looking
(New York: Vintage Books,
1991), p. 87.

In his 1980 book About Looking, John Berger confronts us with a conundrum,
which, along with its solution, illustrates the curatorial point of departure for
this exhibition. Berger presents us with an artwork by the celebrated Turkish
19th-century artist Şeker Ahmed Pasha (1841–1907). The work in question is
a large, oil-on-canvas painting titled The Woodcutter and the Forest (c. 1870), in
which, according to Berger, “there is something deeply but subtly strange about
the perspective, about the relationship between the woodcutter with his mule,
and the far edge of the forest in the top right-hand corner. You see that it is the
far edge, and, at the same time, that third distant tree (a beech?) appears nearer
than anything else in the painting. It simultaneously withdraws and approaches.”1
Berger attributes the painting’s unique, yet puzzling perspective to Ahmed’s
attempt at reconciling two opposite visual styles: European landscape painting,
and the Ottoman pictorial tradition. The former, Berger tells us, is inherently
dependent on linearity where the dichotomy of near and far, distance and scale,
constrains our experience of space within a notion of temporality where time can
only unfold chronologically. The latter, Berger contends, is free from such rigid
parameters. In a miniature, the viewer is confronted with a whole vision of the
world, man, and history at once. Space is spiritual, not physical. Light, rather
than illuminating a picture’s subjects, emanates from them. Ahmed’s resolve to
bridge two formally different painting traditions led him to create an artwork that
at once oscillated between worlds, yet occupied its own distinct visual universe.
Berger’s example of Şeker Ahmed adequately illustrates the original process
by which artists make use of a plethora of compositional elements in order
to physically articulate an idea, rendering concrete what initially begins as an
intangible image. This is the main curatorial point of departure for this exhibition.
Through a carefully assembled group of artworks by 26 artists and artist collectives
spanning a whole range of media from painting, sculpture, and photography to
sound and film installation, the exhibition examines the manifold ways through
which artists unlock the endless possibilities whereby forms and concepts that
are otherwise familiar can attain renewed visual expression, and consequently,
new functions and definitions. In addition, the exhibition features a number of
historical objects that evidence a creative impulse and formal virtuosity matching
the imagination and skill behind what we have come to conventionally think of as
“Art.” In curatorially awarding them the same agency as the remaining artworks
on view, the exhibition prompts us to reconsider these objects in new ways that
transcend the decorative or utilitarian function that they might once have served.
On Seeing
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Dislocating them from the context within which they
are traditionally encountered is intended to liberate
them from the rigid classifications of high art and
low art through which they continue to be seen.
In his groundbreaking 1972 BBC television
series Ways of Seeing, also the title of a seminal
critical book on visual culture that was published
in the same year, John Berger shifted the locus of
art criticism away from the so-called professional
art-expert, relocating it within the grasp of the
lay viewer. He achieved this through four main
arguments. First, Berger called for a renewed way
of looking at pictures that acknowledged, building on
Walter Benjamin’s theories before him, the impact
that mechanical reproduction had on the mass dissemination of images of
artworks. That works of art, or rather images of them, could now be experienced
in familiar spaces, alongside familiar objects and people, in a book or on a
screen, cropped or enlarged, accompanied by a narrator or musical score. This
meant that they could no longer be comprehended in the same way that their
original context dictated, within the traditional setting of a church or a museum.
Second, Berger de-centralized the patriarchal hegemony over the European
tradition of the female nude, reflecting, and in some ways anticipating, many of
the leading revisionist feminist writings on art history. Third, Ways of Seeing
criticized the European painting tradition’s anthropological depiction of nonEuropean, mostly colonized, cultures, places and people: “We study other
cultures, far away, as anthropology. That is to say we study them from the
outside. We don’t judge them purely according to their own explanations of
themselves.”2 Through these words, Berger contributed to what was then the
nascent discipline of post-colonial studies, which would become shortly after one
of the main alternative paradigms for the re-evaluation of the Western-centric
art historical canon. Fourth, in what may well be his most original postulation,
Berger invites us to reconsider the tradition of European oil painting as a selfreplicating expression of a rigid class system that celebrated wealth and the
wealthy, and as a precedent of modern-day advertising. He vehemently argued
that to “look at the culture of European oil painting in the same spirit [similar
to how Europe has looked at colonized cultures], leaving aside its own claims
for itself, I believe we will find that oil painting was, before everything else, a
medium which celebrated private possessions.”3
Central to all of Berger’s arguments is that the act of looking at an artwork
can never be fully divorced from the politics that underpin the traditions in
which it was created, and the mechanisms that are used for its display. This is
a sub-theme that this exhibition highlights. Several of the selected artworks
provide a critique of both the contested art-historical genres that they themselves
have adopted as a critical gesture, as well as the politicized contexts and modes
of display in which they have usually been encountered. In responding to this
curatorial strand, Stephanie Moser has contributed a text that assembles several
incidents where the creation of images, as well as the modes of their display, has
been utilized in the framing of the public perception of a certain place along
with its people. While relying on her extensive scholarship in what she has come
Sam Bardaouil & Till Fellrath

Front cover from Ways of
Seeing by John Berger
(Penguin Books, 1972).
Copyright © Penguin Books,
1972

Drawing of a bison from
the Cave of Altamira

2) John Berger, Ways of Seeing
(London: BBC television
series - episode 3, 1972).
3) Ibid.

4) For more on Stephanie
Moser’s research, see
Stephanie Moser, Wondrous
Curiosities: Ancient Egypt at
the British Museum (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press,
2006).
5) Roland Penrose, Picasso:
His Life and Work (Berkeley:
University of California Press,
1981), p. 345.
6) For more on this see Paul
Johnson, Art: A New History
(London: Weidenfeld &
Nicolson, 2003), pp. 7–14.

Pablo Picasso
Tête de taureau
(Bull’s Head), 1942
seat and handlebars
of a bicycle
42 × 41 × 15 cm
Museé national Picasso, Paris.
© Succession Picasso
Photo: RMN-Grand Palais
(Musée national Picasso –
Paris)/Béatrice Hatala

to term as “archaeological genre painting,”4 Moser’s argument that the detailed
representation of archaeological elements in an attempt to articulate a distinct
notion of the past as a means of politicizing the present echoes the ways in which
many of today’s museological exhibition practices reinforce a priori essentialist
misconceptions of certain artists and their respective geo-cultural backgrounds.
The weight that this exhibition places on the formal components of the
creative process must not be perceived as a reductionist call to celebrate the artist
simply as a craftsperson. For our curatorial premise to be identified as such,
the theoretical framing of this exhibition
would be misplaced. Instead, we would
like to prompt the visitor to consider the
emphasis on the act of making as primarily
an entry point to the crux of this exhibition’s
curatorial proposition: that artists in remaking and re-doing, unmake and undo what
we have assumed to be a fixed truth. Far from
simply observing these artists as makers of
objects, this exhibition celebrates the artist’s
ability to transform an artwork from an object that merely imitates life to a tabula
rasa of infinite possibilities; a palimpsest on which can be inscribed a new vision
of what we as viewers have locked within the finite realms of the possible and
the familiar. The history of art can thus be seen as an account of unmaking.
Countless examples come to mind. Take, for instance, Picasso’s 1942 Tête de
taureau (Bull’s Head), which, upon its exhibition at the 1944 Parisian Salon
d’Automne, caused such uproar that it had to be removed. For this “astonishingly
complete metamorphosis”5 as British Surrealist Roland Penrose (1900–1984)
described it, Picasso (1881–1973) simply introduced a new way of looking at two
mundane objects such as the seat and handlebar of a bicycle. He refashioned
them through a juxtaposition that turned them into a sculpture that resembles a
bull’s head. Tens of millennia before Picasso, hunters believed that cave paintings
of bulls and other animals allowed them to magically foresee, even control, the
result of the hunt before it occurred. Palaeolithic
researchers have uncovered evidence of ritualistic
practices by which spears and other sharp hunting
tools would be thrown at the surface of these
depictions.6 The more precisely the tools hit their
target, the more fruitful the real hunt would be.
Those who participated in these metaphorical
enactments could find a way of seeing the potential
outcome of a future occurrence due to the artist’s
ability to give tangible form to something that
was otherwise unreachable.
Fast forward: in 1939, Surrealist painter and
theoretician Ramses Younane (1913–1966) unmade the recognizable form of the ancient Egyptian goddess of the sky, Nut,
into a broken figure that was stylistically in tandem with, as well as a negotiation
of, a proliferating internationalist Surrealist aesthetic. In doing so, he provided
the viewers with a new way of seeing the deity, which at the time belonged to a
plethora of pharaonic motifs that were being instrumentalized for the construction
On Seeing
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of a modern nationalist identity, as not simply
a relic. Instead, Younane reinvented Nut by
depicting her as a mutilated female figure
whose suffering foreshadowed the plight of
prostitutes and the poor in Second World War
Egypt.7 Another example that comes to mind is
an artwork by Flemish Northern Renaissance
artist Dirk Bouts (c. 1415–1475). In a painting
that was commissioned for the new stadhuis
(town hall) of Louvain, and completed by
circa 1480, the viewers are provided with a
cautionary tale about justice involving Emperor
Otto III. Upon discovering that his wife had
falsely accused one of his counts of attempted
adultery, Otto ordered that she be burnt at the stake. The story in itself is a
reworked secular version of the Biblical account of Joseph and Potiphar’s wife
(Genesis 39: 7–20). Created in a period that was characterized by a gradually
growing separation of state and church due to the surge in the political and
economic power of guilds, the painting was meant to visually remind the viewers
of their solemn obligation to obey the rule of their secular councilors, whose
swift, blunt justice not even an empress could escape. To multiply the resonance
behind the message of his painting and render it more immediate, in two of the
four large panels on which this painting was executed, “Bouts brilliantly linked
the fictive space of the second picture with the viewer’s own space, since the
painted tracery at the rear of Otto’s throne room matches the picture’s actual
carved wooden tracery.”8 By faithfully replicating these painted trompe-l’œil
architectural elements within the constructed three-dimensional menuiserie of
the painting’s frame, the artist provided the viewer with a concrete way of
seeing that the fictional narrative, which unfolded in the painting, was not that
far removed from what could take place in reality. Formally speaking, one could
argue that this is an early form of installation art.
All these random examples illustrate the exhibition’s curatorial intention of
positing the surface of the artwork as a space of encounter between the internal
aesthetic deliberations of the artist’s creative process and the external, oftenconditioned gaze of the viewer. We look, and we think that we are seeing what
lies before our eyes. The artworks that we have put together beckon us to look
again, and upon a second or third take, the contours of a new reality, one that
is communicated visually, begins to emerge. Looking at an artwork regardless
of medium and period, this exhibition contends, is an act of decipherment in
which the viewer tries to retrace the sequence of formal decisions by which an
artist has put into use their knowledge of the visual elements of composition
within a complex iconography of symbols and codes that are never completely
detached from the cultural framework in which they continue to act as
signifiers of something larger than themselves. Consequently, as Mary Acton
proposes in her analytical text for this publication, one learns how to look at a
painting or an artwork. Acton’s valuable text, which in many ways echoes the
significant theoretical contributions of her seminal 1997 book Learning to Look
at Paintings,9 acts as an elementary manual of sorts, bringing to the foreground
an acknowledgment of some essential, yet often marginalized, principles of
Sam Bardaouil & Till Fellrath

Ramses Younane
Untitled, 1939
oil on canvas
46.5 x 35.5 cm
Courtesy of H. E. Sh. Hassan Al
Thani Collection, Doha

7) For more on this see Sam
Bardaouil, Surrealism in
Egypt: Modernism and the Art
and Liberty Group (London:
I.B. Tauris, 2016), pp.
179–181.
8) Jeffrey Chipps Smith,
The Northern Renaissance
(London: Phaidon Press,
2011), p. 78.
9) Mary Acton, Learning to
Look at Paintings (New York:
Routledge, 1997).

Dirk Bouts
Justice of Emperor Otto III:
Beheading of the Innocent
Count and Ordeal by Fire,
c. 1473–1475
181.5 x 323.5 cm
and 182 x 324.5 cm
(without frame)
© Royal Museums of Fine Arts
of Belgium, Brussels. Photo:
J. Geleyns – Art Photography
Bridgman Images

10) Aristotle, De Anima
(Wotton-under-Edge:
Clarendon Press, 2016), 428a
pp. 1–4.
11) For more on this see John
Hicks, “Sensus Communis:
On the Possibility of Dissent
in Kant’s ‘Universal Assent,’”
diacritics, Volume 40, Number
4, Winter 2012, pp. 106–129.

visual interpretation. In order to comprehend the agency of the full picture, the
viewer must be trained to properly recognize, and therefore be able to see, the
individuality of every part. Once we learn how to look, we can truly appreciate the
ostensibly spontaneous, yet indivertibly preconceived, formal labor that an artist
invests in the creative process by which objects transform from a representation
of life into a comment about it.
At the heart of this metamorphosis lies the artist’s imagination. In the
Aristotelian sense, “imagination [phantasia] is the process by which we say that
an image [phantasma] is presented to us.”10 Ever since Aristotle used the word
phantasm as a synonym for imagination (phantasia in Greek/imaginatio in Latin),
our definition and application of what the latter denotes has undergone a multitude
of transformations. While Aristotle considered imagination as simply a mental
representation of an abstract idea or concept, lacking any connection to later
associations with creativity or innovation, his definition linked imagination as a
mediation of the human desire for things that are otherwise not attainable to the
physical senses. It is our desire for an apple that allows us to imagine the image
of an apple. However, Aristotle maintains that when an object that is present
before us triggers our desire, the apple being an example, the process is one of
perception. On the other hand, if the object is not physically available to any of our
common senses (sensus communis), but is derived from memory, the act of recalling
its respective image is to be referred to as imagination.11 It was only a matter of
time before Aristotle’s successors would expand on his definition to conceive
imagination as the faculty of the psyche, which is capable of combining entire
images or various parts of them into hitherto unrecognizable chimerical forms. The
association of imagination with the ability to mentally see, and eventually realize
thoughts about things that did not even exist, contributed towards a concept of
imagination as a phantasmal faculty of unrestricted scope and freedom that was
On Seeing
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contiguous to the notion of originality and non-rationality. Perhaps this explains
best the skepticism that totalitarian political, religious, and social ideologies have
manifested towards artists and the arts regardless of time and place, ironically
even more so after they had failed to coerce their transformative power into the
service of their propagandist projects. This exhibition invites its viewers to peel
through its manifold layers in search of this revolutionizing type of imagination
that is intertwined within the formal layers of each and every artwork within it.
Through each of the artworks that are on display in this exhibition, the artists
have employed a number of compositional strategies that allow for an unexpected
way of seeing, and therefore, comprehending anew the respective subject of the
artwork at hand. Through an acute process of formal negotiations, each artist
has managed to articulate a renewed vision of objects, places, and concepts;
dislocating them from a wide spectrum of familiar guises through which they
have been portrayed, associations with which they have been entangled, and
contexts in which they have usually been seen.
Scream (Guernica) (2008) is a sound installation in which artist James Webb
has asked staff members of the Reina Sofia to scream at the museum’s most
iconic work from the collection: Picasso’s politically-charged Guernica. Upon
physically encountering it for the first time in 2008, Webb felt that to scream
at the painting was the most adequate reaction to unlock the theme of human
suffering it portrays, and the history of political associations that it embodies.
To scream at the painting, therefore, becomes not simply a response that makes
use of the most primordial, instinctive form of expression, one that takes over
our rational faculties when words are no longer able to express the overwhelming
emotions triggered by incomprehensible horror or pain. Instead, to put it in
the artist’s words, the scream becomes a symbol “not just to art and what art
represents, but the way in which we view art.” Formally, Webb has succeeded
in highlighting the absence of the artwork, through highlighting the presence
of its inescapable impact. In doing so, he provides the viewer with a new way of
seeing or accessing its harrowing subject matter, and the respective iconography
that is deeply ingrained in our memory.
Gustav Metzger’s Historic Photographs: To Walk Into – Massacre on the Mount,
Jerusalem, 8 November 1990 and Historic Photographs – To Crawl Into – Anschluss,
Vienna, March 1938 similarly employ specific formal strategies, albeit very
differently from those of Webb, to reveal through absence the incomprehensibility
of some of history’s most horrific events. The two works are from Metzger’s
“Historic Photographs” series that he began in 1990 and completed in 1996.
In both, Metzger imposes a physical barrier between the viewer and the image
that the artwork is centered on, making it impossible to completely access the
whole work visually. In To Walk Into (1990), Metzger enlarged a black-and-white
photograph of the Al-Aqsa Massacre, which took place on the Temple Mount
in Jerusalem on October 8, 1990. The image depicts Israeli soldiers firing at a
crowd, killing and injuring tens of Palestinians. Metzger hung the large, lifesize photograph behind a curtain of equal dimensions, leaving a very narrow
distance in between. The close proximity of the photograph to the curtain/
barrier hanging in front of it makes it impossible for the viewer to fully grasp
the entirety of the work, despite being allowed to step behind the curtain. In To
Crawl Into, the artist employed a similar tactic. This time, however, the enlarged
photo lies flat on the gallery floor, with an equal-sized piece of fabric spread
Sam Bardaouil & Till Fellrath

12) Howard Junker, “Video
Installation: Paul Kos and
Sculptured Monitor,” Arts
Magazine, November 1975,
pp. 85–87.

out on top of it. For this work, Metzger referenced one of the atrocities of the
holocaust. Born into a Jewish family in 1926, Metzger’s parents disappeared
in 1943 after they had been deported to Poland. The press image that Metzger
uses here shows Jews scrubbing a street in Vienna. This was shortly after the
Anschluss, the annexation of Austria into Nazi Germany, which took place on
March 12, 1938. The only way the viewer can see the image is to crawl underneath
the cloth that is covering it. Through having both their hands and knees on the
floor, visitors are subjected to a physical experience similar to the one that the
subjects of the photo were forced into. Through his formal manipulation of the
scale and mechanism by which he presented the selected images, Metzger has
dislocated the act of seeing from the central role that is usually allocated to the
eyes into the entire body, which has now become a tool for a new way of seeing/
experiencing altogether.
There are several other artworks in the exhibition that are equally intent
on teasing out the multiple interpretations and associations that arise from the
interplay between absence and presence. Through formal and compositional
strategies that are predicated by a diverse range of conceptual concerns, each
of these artworks succeeds in communicating its semantic primarily due to its
precisely crafted visual and material manifestation. Vik Muniz’s Verso (Woman
Ironing) (2008) belongs to the artist’s “Verso” series in which he reveals to the
viewer the backs of world-famous paintings. Muniz denies the viewer the possibility of seeing the front surface of the artwork, which is the side that everybody
conventionally appreciates as the manifestation of the artist’s talent. Instead,
he gives the viewer access to the nails and holes, labels and scribbles, hooks,
brackets and other markings that reveal details about the painting’s story and
provenance, information that is usually withheld from the viewer. The encounter
with the reverse side of the painting, which otherwise faces the wall, forces the
viewer to perhaps recall from memory – or imagine, in the Aristotelian sense
– the physically absent image of the respective artwork. Moreover, turning the
artwork on its back perks our interest in the contested frameworks of display
structures and questions of authorship and provenance that indirectly impact
the way in which we see an artwork.
Belonging to a pioneering generation of video artists, Paul and Marlene Kos’s
work culminated in the 1970s through a diverse body of work that examined
the deceptive characteristics of the moving image. Unlike many of their slightly
older seniors such as Nam June Paik, Dennis Oppenheim, Douglas Davies and
Peter Campus, as well as others who belonged to the same generation like Vito
Acconci and Bruce Nauman, they were interested less so in being on screen for
the purpose of documenting their own performances than in pushing the formal
possibilities of video as a new type of installation art. To cite leading Newsweek
critic of the time, Howard Junker, “The typical ‘performance’ tape of the early
1970s showed the artist engaged in some mindless, repetitive, painful chore, as
if the indulgence in self-expression required an act of torture to redeem it.”12 In
their work, which often echoes the experimental strand that runs in the multidisciplinary practice of Steina and Woody Vasulka, video pioneers and founders
of The Kitchen (Live Audience Test Laboratory) in New York in 1971, the Kos
couple exploited the sculptural presence of the video monitor as a vehicle that
could offer the viewer a window into events occurring simultaneously in another
location. In their ostensibly simple 1976 video Lightning, Marlene, who is in
On Seeing
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the front seat of a car, speaks the words “When I look for the lightning, it never
strikes. When I look away, it does.” As she turns away from the camera to observe
the lightning behind her, it doesn’t strike. When she looks back towards us, into
the camera, it apparently does and Marlene misses it. In this work, the camera
occupies a privileged vantage point, revealing to the viewer what the woman
can and cannot see. What does not exist to her exists to us because we can see
it. The technological possibilities afforded to us by the camera have endowed us
with a new way of accessing, and therefore seeing something that remains absent
to another person. Lightning raises an essential question that has occupied a
central position in the history of art theory: Does an artwork come to existence
upon its completion, or does it only truly exist when seen by the viewer? The
curatorial argument of this exhibition contends that an artwork fully achieves
its agency when the inquisitive eye of the beholder encounters it. Kos’s video
is a poignant illustration of this.
Through a career spanning several decades, Michelangelo Pistoletto, a key
figure of Arte Povera, has pioneered the practice of inserting mundane objects into
conceptual installations that reference the major strokes of art history. Driven by
acute consciousness of the important role that art can play in social and political
engagement, he continues to blur the lines between various disciplines such as
theatre, performance, music, and sculpture, creating collaborative works that
undermined the conventional authorship of the singular artist. For his 1966 mirror
sculpture Metroquadrado Infinito, which is being recreated for the exhibition,
Pistoletto lays two slabs of mirror on top of one another. The reflective surface
of the one underneath is facing us while the one on top faces the wall. Through
this simple juxtaposition, the artist has created a work that fragments our vision,
and therefore, perception of the space in which we stand. This visual rupture
prompts us to reconsider the spatial relations between our own bodies and the
physical world that surrounds us.
The notion of witnessing something as a means of asserting its existence is
certainly one of the conceptual threads that are weaved into Hans-Peter Feldmann’s
installation One on One (Milky Way) (2012). Unlike all the remaining pieces in
the exhibition, viewers are only allowed to experience this work individually,
one person at a time. A generic, unassuming plinth stands in the middle of a
small room. A box of Milky Way chocolate bars rests on top of it. Next to the
box, a sign with the word “No” is attached to the plinth’s surface. The fact of
being alone in the room intensifies the questioning of how to respond to what is
otherwise a very simple rule. On one hand, as clearly communicated through the
“No” sign, the sense of obligation to not reach out and take a bar of chocolate
is heightened. This is intensified even further given that it is not customary to
touch an artwork when in a museum or gallery space. On the other hand, the fact
of being alone in the room raises the age-old question: does our moral compass
operate along an external axis of avoiding punishment and seeking reward, or
is it driven by an internalized set of ethical codes and principles? Through this
simple, yet highly charged installation, Feldmann has formally manipulated the
rules of engagement, not only in regards to the visitor’s physical interaction with
the artwork as a physical object in real space, but equally so vis-à-vis issues of
authority, surveillance, and the existence of universal ethical codes.
Lateefa bint Maktoum’s Observers of Change 4 (2011), and Oral Tradition (2014)
are both underpinned by a tension resulting from the contradiction between the
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ever-moving city in the horizon, and the relatively still individuals observing
it from a distance. In both works, the observers are engaged in what seems to
be an attempt to grapple with the fast-paced change that they have witnessed
encroaching on their native city. The vantage point from which the artist has
depicted the two scenes places us at a distance far behind the observers, turning
us into witnesses of two simultaneous acts: the constant evolution of the city
and the people observing it. The act of seeing is extended beyond the plane of
the photograph into the three-dimensional space that we are occupying in the
gallery. The works touch upon the pertinent questioning of modernization. It
brings to the fore questions relating to the preservation of tradition as a means
of nation building.
Three photographs from Thomas Struth’s “Hermitage” series are on display in
the exhibition. They belong to his long-term body of work in which he photographs
museum visitors looking at artworks. Hanging closely together, the viewers in
these three, almost life-size photographs appear like figures within a classical
frieze of sorts. The audience of art becomes in itself the artwork that is being
scrutinized by our gaze. As Michael Kimmelman puts it, “Struth’s work partly
entails obscuring (and thereby making us focus more on) these distinctions among
the spaces in the paintings he photographs, the ones occupied by people looking at
those paintings, and the ones we occupy, looking at the photographs.”13 By setting
up his camera next to the paintings that the visitors are looking at, Struth makes
us want to know, even more, which artwork is generating such gazes on these
people’s faces. These range from awe to delight, contemplation to puzzlement.
Struth’s photographs are perhaps one of the best depictions of how, though the
act of looking within museum contexts, knowledge is generated, not only about the
artworks themselves, but also of the people, the places, and topics they represent.
The artworks that we have tackled so far are all engaged, albeit in varying
degrees, with the dichotomy of absence vs. presence. Through formally
complicating the visual manifestation of such opposing poles, each of these works
provides the viewer with an original, often unexpected, entry into their subjects
and subject matter. There is another cluster of artworks in the exhibition that
borrows, emulates, or builds on the formal attributes of specific art-historical
genres in a critical gesture of sorts. Intended less as mimicry and more as a ruse,
these works seek to subvert the ossified associations and fixed narratives that
these “isms” have helped create over time.
Ghada Amer’s diligent stitching, while obviously an “invasion of the male
domain of painting by a traditionally feminine craft,”14 is in its physical essence
an act of repeatedly pulling needle and thread through a surface, over and over
again. In a symbolic gesture, each time the needle pierces the canvas it endorses a
new paradigm for the rewriting of art history. Amer’s painting Glimpses into a New
Painting, which is on view in the exhibition, illustrates this point adequately. At first
glance, as with many of the artist’s paintings, the viewer is only able to decipher
the thread markings that permeate the entire surface, echoing the Abstract
Expressionism of Pollock and other protagonists of that school. As Maura
Riley puts it in a monograph that was published on the artist’s work, “Amer’s
deliberate quotation of Pollock’s drips places her in the direct art historical lineage
of other artists interested in evoking the gestural style of Abstract Expressionism
or debunking the hyper-masculinity of its ‘ejaculatory drip.’”15 Upon further
scrutiny, the contours of another image begin to emerge. Six women appear from
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underneath the threaded surface. A serene gaze permeates their faces as they look
down. Their hands are engaged in an obscure activity. Are they knitting, or are
their palms clasped in an act of prayer?
Through her prolific practice, Cindy Sherman has created a phenomenally
rich body of work through which she deconstructs the reductionist portrayals
of women through lineages of visual representations that span several centuries.
Over a career of nearly five decades, which has consolidated her as one of the
most recognizable figures of contemporary art, Sherman has repeatedly inserted
herself into her photographs, appearing in a multifarious range of roles, personas,
and guises. At once photographer and sitter, director and actor, makeup artist and
model, Sherman’s conflation of the technical skills of studio photography and the
craft of performing in front of the camera has resulted in a practice that is formally
unique in its ability to navigate and critically reinvent an endless plethora of genres
and styles. This first became apparent in the black-and-white photographs of
her groundbreaking “Untitled Film Stills” series from the late 1970s in which
she re-enacted the stereotypical female roles that appear in art-house films and
the film noir genre. Her next feat would be the “Ornate History Portraits” series
from 1989–1990 where, in borrowing from the manner of European old master
paintings, she depicted herself in a number of characters such as a milkmaid,
an aristocratic lady, and even a priest. On view in the exhibition is Sherman’s
Untitled #466 (2008) from her “Society Portraits” series. Echoing earlier periods
in the artist’s career, this work and the respective series continue to investigate
notions of womanhood, femininity, and female beauty as conditioned and displayed
through the conventions of visual representation. Unlike previous depictions,
such as “Headshots” from 2000, where the women preoccupied with the aging
process are depicted against empty backdrops, the women portrayed here surround
themselves with lavish props and are staged within opulent surroundings. It is
as though these symbols of status have become their strategy for defeating age,
asserting their power and distracting their beholder from their fading looks.
Through this seemingly coherent yet evidently heterogeneous pastiche, Sherman
exposes the deceptive power of images in framing and informing our perception,
in this case the ideals of female beauty.
Another artist in the show whose work is underpinned by feminist concerns
is Shana Moulton. Her videos explore human anxieties and present Cynthia,
the artist’s kitschy alter ego, who navigates a surreal domestic-like universe. In
both her video works, the artist pushes the visual boundaries of video and the
technological possibilities of film editing, creating a fantastical environment
where the rules of matter and gravity are constantly challenged. Her works allow
the viewer to reconsider objects and products by seeing them in new ways that
critique mass consumerism and the need for perfection that controls our society.
Markus Schinwald is another artist in the exhibition whose interdisciplinary
practice has resulted in a range of protean works that build on, literally in his
case, distinct art-historical genres. Schinwald uses paintings that mostly date
back to the Austrian Biedermeier style. He then paints on them incongruous
elements that resemble prostheses, medical instruments, or tools of confinement,
subtly evoking the stern 19th-century context in which they were originally
created, and the correlation between Vienna and the discipline of psychology and
Freudian psychoanalysis. He also reassembles pieces of furniture from the same
period in mutable sculptural compositions that reveal their anthropomorphic
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traits. Schinwald’s formal interventions imbue his paintings, two of which are
part of this exhibition, with an anachronistic ambiguity. The viewer is not fully
able to locate them within a clearly defined period or genre. The iconoclastic
intimation that permeates his oeuvre allows it to evade the distinct temporal and
stylistic classifications with which we have come to understand art and its cultural
associations. Through this process of compositional manipulation, Schinwald
highlights the “transformative power of cultural construct,”16 providing us with
a way of looking at art beyond the constraining burden of art-historical “isms”
and the normative parameters they embody.
Grayson Perry’s A Map of Days (2013), while it manifests all the visual
attributes of a historical cartographic document, is in reality the artist’s novel
interpretation of the self-portrait. Conceived more as a metaphor than a realistic
representation, the work draws its stylistic references, according to Perry, from
European historical maps.17 One such map, John Speed’s 1626 map of the
Turkish Empire featuring what is now the modern-day UAE, is on display in
the exhibition. Perry’s work also recalls John Bunyan’s 1678 allegorical map of
The Pilgrim’s Progress. It was equally inspired by Philip Larkin’s short poem
“Days” from 1953, in which the author questions the meaning of contemporary
reality. When first encountered by the viewer, Perry’s map appears to be an
ancient depiction of what could be a medieval town. Upon closer inspection,
however, the work’s compositional elements begin to reveal the picture’s true
nature and function: a charting out of the artist’s personality: the good, the
bad, sores and all. Streets signposted with Perry’s strengths and weaknesses
begin to emerge. “Paralysed by indecision,” for instance, is the name of a road
that runs across the area of “habitus.” Beyond simply being an analogy of the
artist’s personality, A Map of Days combines the mundane concerns of one
individual’s life with far more universally reaching questions. In doing so, it
provides the viewer with a profound portrayal, one that is often critical, of the
complex makings of society at large.
In line with the other artists in this exhibition who build on distinct historical
genres and styles, James Casebere references the Romantic period. His citation,
however, is precise and easy to recognize: German Romantic landscape painter
Caspar David Friedrich’s Sea of Ice. Completed in 1824, this was at a later
time in the artist’s life when his popularity was beginning to decline. The
painting’s heightened sense of melancholy and overwhelming aloofness perhaps
mirror the seclusion in which the artist had by then isolated himself, living
as “the most solitary of the solitary.”18 Romanticism’s counter position to the
Industrial Age and the tenets of the Enlightenment championed emotion and
intuition over reason and logic. Nature was afforded unprecedented reverence,
given its ability to instill unmatched awe and summon the most heightened of
emotions from the human soul. Friedrich’s Sea of Ice could be interpreted as a
last refuge of sorts, a terrifying yet familiar place that an old recluse could turn
to in order to reignite the intensity of feeling one’s existence that only Nature
with a capital “N” could provide. Despite its uncontrollable, terrifying forces,
Nature, as far as Friedrich was concerned, was still the ultimate salvation from
the despair that was brought about by human progress. Casebere’s recreation of
Sea of Ice is intended as a critical statement about climate change. In line with
his practice of building meticulously executed models that faithfully replicate
urban scenes and architectural spaces, the artist has reconstructed this haunting
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image of barrenness with painstaking precision. This time, however, he has used
perishable substances such as bicarbonate of soda from his kitchen, and other
mundane materials in order to reveal the irreversible damage that humanity
has inflicted on nature, rendering it defenseless. Additionally, Casebere’s Sea
of Ice questions the notions of originality and authenticity, gesturing towards
a renewed engagement with Benjamin’s notion of the artwork and its lost aura,
or even McLuhan’s infamous slogan “the medium is the message.”
The two additional large-scale photographs by Casebere in the exhibition,
Landscape with Houses (Dutchess County, NY) #7 (2010) and Landscape with
Houses (Dutchess County, NY) #8 (2010), introduce the viewer to another
aspect of the artist’s career that spans over 40 years. Throughout, Casebere has
interrogated photography’s claims of truthful representation. He has succeeded
in deconstructing the aura of authenticity surrounding the photographic image
through his meticulous fabrication of self-made, seemingly real places that he
would then stage and photograph. The resulting images “are both poetic and
political, creating simulacra that usurp reality to expose what art historian Hal
Foster considers, in citing Freud, ‘a psychopathology of everyday life.’”19 The
two photos on display belong to this body of work. Both un-peopled, they are
unsettling in their ambiguity. The aloofness that exudes from these staged images
reminds us, in an uncanny way, of the desolation in Friedrich’s Sea of Ice. It
is as though Casebere wants to confront us with the artifice of such invented
communities, best exemplified in the gated compounds that one encounters in
certain parts of the US and the Middle East, in order to expose the psychologically
alienating paradigm underlying their made-up structure.
The remaining artists in the exhibition represent a diverse range of aesthetic
positions whereby new ways of seeing are afforded the viewer through the use
of different formal strategies. Jojakim Cortis and Adrian Sonderegger re-make
images of famous artworks or historical events where they pull the camera back to
reveal the tools that are employed for the production of staged studio photographs,
and which are usually withheld from the final image. By including the debris of
their constructions (paint, glue, cotton wool, etc.) the artists present an image
within an image. It is, they say, an attempt “to leave the viewer unbalanced
between the remake of the past and the studio environment of the present.”
This is motivated by a willingness to “outwit and question the documentary
aspect of photography.”20 Their transparent form of photography reminds the
viewer that the dissemination of information through images is never free of
the subjective framing of the image-maker.
Mona Hatoum’s “No Way IV (2013) is a seemingly ordinary kitchen
colander where the artist has screwed bolts into the drainage holes. This
formal intervention has deprived the colander from accomplishing its function,
rendering it dysfunctional and threatening. Through altering the appearance
of the colander, something that one could refer to as an intimidation of form,
Hatoum has introduced a dichotomous dynamic into the object that intensifies
the viewer’s relationship with it. Similarly, for “Hair Necklace (wood),” Hatoum
is assigning value to something that is conventionally discarded as invaluable, as
well as inserting something that is highly personal into a highly public context.
Hatoum collected strands of her own hair and meticulously transformed them
into fragile round beads, which she then displayed as a necklace on an carved
wooden bust. In line with her ongoing practice, the colander and the necklace
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are one of many everyday objects that Hatoum has formally subverted in order
to unsettle the familiar, and challenge our perception about the world.
The two works in the exhibition by Alicja Kwade operate along a relational
aesthetic that teases out the assumptions and associations that the viewer has
about certain objects and the materials of which they consist. For Gegen den Lauf
(2013), the artist has invented a new type of clock through which she questions
the rational systems with which we have come to structure human existence, time
being one of them. Kwade has manipulated one of many clocks that she collects
by making the face of the clock rotate backwards, while having the second hand
move forward. Although the clock is perfectly capable of telling the time, our
rigid conditioning of how to read such devices makes it too confusing for us to
decipher. For Kohle (1T Rekord)(2010), Kwade casts commercial coal pieces in
bronze. She then covers each briquette with gold leaf making them appear like
gold bars, and stacks them on a wooden base that could be used as a shipping
palette. Through altering the physical appearance of a highly contested natural
resource, and juxtaposing materials of diverging monetary values, to then display
them on a surface that conveys mobility and commerce, Kwade employs a range
of formal alterations to comment on our inability to comprehend the systems
by which economic values are assigned. Through these two works, in line with
the main themes that pervade her practice, the artist challenges us to see reality
from a different perspective.
Hassan Sharif is another artist whose juxtaposition of eclectic objects and
materials within sculptural wall pieces and installations prompt us to reconsider
what is ostensibly clearly defined. For Knots (2012-2016), Sharif bundled together
a large amount of white rope, and knitted them into a large sculpture that mimics
the form of a cascading waterfall. The work is a continuation of his knotted
works, in which he manipulates the material quality of rope to create sculptural
pieces that play upon the contradiction between soft and hard, malleable and
rigid. In this work, Sharif draws on ideas associated with the Fluxus movement,
envisaging it as a floating performance. While often charged with intense political
undertones, Sharif ’s practice never compromises his “making” process for the
sake of being outright political. It is precisely through his ability to establish
new ways for us to encounter and explore the objects that he uses, that we are
able to critically reflect on the topics that these objects convey.
Almost 50 years ago, James Turrell embarked on his seminal light pieces,
which are created by projecting a single, controlled beam of light from the
opposing corner of the room. The exhibition hosts Alta (pink) (1968), one of
these pioneering works from as early as 1968. By matching the colors of the light
to those of the walls and the entire room, the illusion of a three-dimensional
object is created. The viewer believes that he or she can see a geometric structure
that in actuality is not real. By employing the medium of light, the artist has
managed to create intangible works of art that blur our distinct understanding of
sculpture and space. Within the context of the exhibition, Alta (pink) visualizes
the danger of taking things at face value, and reminds us of the importance of
remaining critical, and to take a second look.
Kim Tschang-Yeul is, in his own words, a “water drop artist.” For almost
half a century, since he painted his first water drop painting titled Phenomenon
in 1971, water drops have been his sole obsession. While the water drops are
depicted in a hyper-realist style akin in its faithfulness to the representation of
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reality in the photographic mastery of artists such as Chuck Close and Franz
Gertsch, Kim never attempts to hide the truth about what a canvas really is: a
flat two-dimensional surface on which the artist leaves an imprint that evidences
a distinct formal choice. Kim’s water drops seep out of his canvases and hang
on the surface, in anticipation, almost as though they are waiting for someone
to come and shake them off. Their deceptively real appearance is constantly
exposed by the artificial impression of their encounter with the usually unprimed
surface of the canvas on which they sit. The artist’s formal mastery of drawing
and applying paint, along with his compositional decision to never hide the
material nature of the canvas, have resulted in a unique painting style through
which he invites the viewer to be returned to a transparent state of nothingness.21
David Claerbout’s The Algiers’ Sections of a Happy Moment (2008) is reflective
of, to use his own words, “a lifelong project to open up what I term as ‘the
suspicious gaze.’” The suspicious gaze that the artist speaks of can be interpreted
as a preconceived way of seeing the subject in question. This is a gaze that
is framed and predetermined by assumptions that are yet to be challenged.
Claerbout’s metaphor propels us to ponder the relationship between time and
images, both still and moving. This would not be the first time that this equation
has been investigated. The Algiers’ Sections of a Happy Moment is one such
inquiry. The work consists of six hundred photographs that were selected from
fifty thousand, and were projected in a precisely crafted order to create an
uninterrupted moment in time. That moment unfolds on a roof terrace in the
Casbah in Algiers, overlooking a labyrinth of houses facing the Mediterranean
Sea. A number of boys and young men surrounded by a group of elderly have
stopped their game of soccer while one of the players feeds some keen seagulls
that can be seen hovering over the crowd. The images capture this scene from
a multitude of angles. The projection of the selected photographs, which in
principle depict one frozen moment that is stuck in time, over a period of 37
minutes, results in a conflation of temporal planes. Past and present collide,
recalling Henri Bergson’s philosophy of time, which relies on the view that
the experience of the present as “actuality” implies or coexists with the past as
recollection, as memory, as “virtuality.”22 Through the weaving of varying spatial
perspectives and divergent temporal realities, Claerbout’s suspicious gaze can
be unraveled, and we are finally face-to-face with the subject’s multiple realities.
Fred Sandback is represented in this exhibition through a seminal installation
that consists of 22 lengths of black and red acrylic yarn stretched between the
ceiling and the floor of the gallery space. Untitled (Sculptural Study, “TwentyTwo-Part” Vertical Construction) (1991) is a work that aptly demonstrates, in
scale and scope, the breadth of Sandback’s vertically orientated works. These
amalgamated, vertical sculptures sum up the key concerns of the artist’s
practice, underscoring the versatile manner in which he used and uncovered
the endless visual and spatial properties of the vertical line. Sandback first
experimented with these vertical constructions when he created 10 of them
in 1977. They would become central to his practice for decades to come. “Isn’t
it quite natural to create vertical things, since this corresponds to the human
body carriage?”23 he would ask in discussing them at his 1987 exhibition at the
Münster Kunstverein in Germany. By stretching metal wire and elastic cord
yarn, followed by yarn later on in his career, Sandback succeeded in articulating
a unique formal vernacular that was uncompromisingly minimal, yet extremely
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original in the way it altered the viewer’s perception and experience of space.
Sandback saw his sculptures as being
…less a thing-in-itself, more of a diffuse interface between myself, my
environment, and others peopling that environment, built of thin lines that
left enough room to move through and around. Still sculpture, though less
dense, with an ambivalence between exterior and interior. A drawing that
is habitable.24
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Andreas Gursky’s ingenious ability to make us see things differently puts
him at the top of his game. Since the 1990s, the artist has been producing
large-scale photographic images depicting a range of things and places from the
architecture of warehouses, hotel lobbies and apartment buildings to parliaments,
stock exchanges, and natural habitats in locations as disparate as Los Angeles,
Abu Dhabi, Cairo, Hong Kong, and Shanghai. For more than two decades, the
artist has assumed the reputation of being one of the most significant imagemakers of our time. In his monumental vistas, nothing is as it initially appears.
Often oscillating between hyper-realism and full abstraction, his digital images
rely on what has come to be referred to as “composite images” whereby several
photographs are seamlessly weaved together. In Dubai World 1 (2007), Gursky
provides us with an abstracted depiction of the conglomerate of islands off the
shore of Dubai, which he shot while on a trip in the UAE in 2006. Gursky’s
achievement of a “God-like” view that domineers the entire landscape is no
doubt the result of his composite technique. Several shots were taken to cover
the whole expanse of the depicted area, which were then composed into one
digitally manipulated image. The crispness in definition of the elements occupying
the far end of the photo matches the clarity of those nearer to the viewer. This
would not have been possible had the image been taken in one single shot. It is
exactly this kind of digital collage that has disturbed many of Gursky’s more
traditional peers. But it is in this blurring of truth and modes of representation
that his images acquire their ability to grip us. Through Gursky’s lens, images
become the source of a seductive vision, irresistible to the viewer’s eye.
Lastly, besides the diverse works by the 26 contemporary artists who are
included here, the exhibition contains a number of interventions that we regard as
moments of temporal continuity. They consist of a number of historical artworks
and objects, which, given their anachronistic nature within the context in which
they are displayed, shed a different light on our experience and comprehension of
the contemporary works that are on display. The Water Carrier (n.d.) by Frédéric
Borgella (1833–1901) effectively illustrates all that the Orientalist imagination
can do in the fabrication of a culture of otherness. John Speed’s map of the
Turkish Empire is one of the most decorative maps of the region, issued in the
17th century and the first map of the territories to be published in England. It
includes 8 views of Turkish cities and 10 costumed figures. Speed’s map, which
features the area that now consists of the modern-day Arabian Gulf countries,
including the UAE, allows us to ponder the shifting nature of borders and national
boundaries, bringing to mind the notion of imagined communities that the late
political scientist and historian Benedict Anderson developed in his analysis of
nationalism. Last, but not least, could anything be more apt to remind us of the
endless possibilities of formal negotiations in rendering an artwork a gateway
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into a universe that obeys no rules than a Surrealist object, and by no other
than Surrealism’s enfant terrible, Dali? As a leading Surrealist artist, Dali based
his work on Freudian theories while creating a visual language able to render
his dreams and hallucinations. As a result, Dali plays with familiar objects by
renewing their appearances and by depriving them of their functions. With Les
Yeux Surréalistes (1980), Dali returns the spectator’s gaze towards the artwork
and questions everyone’s vision of art and the world. Our choice to include all of
the above is a reflection of one of the main convictions that drive our curatorial
practice. While it is obvious to consider the contemporary moment from a
geographically transversal perspective, it is equally essential to assess it within
a vertical temporal axis. The practices and concerns of artists of previous times
can help liberate us from the classifications and judgments that result from our
often-too-close proximity to what we are trying to see.
Our aim through this exhibition is to facilitate a return towards a revised
vision of the artist as a maker of things, a skilled technician, who through their
understanding and handling of the physical properties of things can alter our
way of seeing the world. The emphasis, we are proposing, should not only be on
the revolutionary ideas and imagined constructs that an artist conjures, but on
the formal knowledge and industrial handiness that goes into the act of giving
them material form. Each of the artworks assembled here, as we have elaborated
at length, evidences painstaking commitment, not exclusively to the idea that it
represents and the respective politics underpinning it, but equally so if not even
primarily, to the subjective chain of formal decisions of adoption and elimination,
translation and appropriation, that each artist has made in order to articulate
the visual manifestation of that idea until the very last second of its execution.
The intention behind staging an exhibition that is primarily concerned with the
aesthetic attributes of making art has been driven, for the most part, by our desire
as curators to bring back the viewers’ attention to the highly formal nature of
the creative process by which artists work. In doing so, we seek to reposition the
artist to center stage, not simply as an activist, commentator, or archivist on the
right side of politics. These are roles which, despite their validity, seem to have
increasingly become the predominant lens through which an artist is judged,
or their work seen. Nevertheless, our purpose must not be misconstrued as an
act of depoliticizing the role of an artist. For the artist to alter, or in the least
seek to orient, our perception of an idea, to associate it with an image, and then
give it a material form is a vehicle of political expression. The artwork becomes
a mouthpiece, a sort of final verdict bestowed by the artist on his subject. That
artists will go on complicating the narrative is essential to the flourishing of a
critical society, and is an undeniable truth. The rise of nationalist sentiment,
populism and neo-liberal politics that we have been witnessing reminds us that
the right for multiple visions to coexist is more pressing than ever. No one can
open up our perception of the world, enriching it with endless ways of seeing,
more than artists. To cite Berger again, it is artists who relentlessly remind us
that “the relation between what we see and what we know is never settled,”25
and that seeing is, at its core, a political act.

Sam Bardaouil & Till Fellrath

25) John Berger, Ways of
Seeing (London: Penguin
Modern Classics, 2008), p. 7.
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